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Abstract

This paper explores an approach to design for verifi-
cation in systems that are built atop a middleware frame-
work designed to separate synchronization concerns from
the “core-functional logic” of a program. The framework is
based on a language-independent compositional model of
synchronization contracts, called Szumo, which integrates
well with popular OO design artifacts and provides strong
guarantees of non-interference. An approach for extract-
ing models from Szumo design artifacts and analyzing the
generated models to detect deadlocks is described. A key
decision was to use Constraint Handling Rules to express
the semantics of synchronization contracts, which allowed
a transparent model of the implementation logic.

1. Introduction

A key problem in the verification of concurrent software
is the need to extract from design artifacts a finite state
model that is amenable to analysis with respect to a prop-
erty of interest. Approaches under the category design for
verification (D4V) concede some degree of freedom during
design (e.g., prescribing design rules [15], or requiring de-
signers to instantiate a predefined set of patterns [12, 5]) to
automate the derivation of such models. This paper explores
an approach to D4V in systems that are built atop a middle-
ware framework designed to separate synchronization con-
cerns from the “core-functional logic” of a program.

The SynchroniZation Units MOdel (Szumo) framework
associates each thread with a synchronization contract that
governs how it must synchronize with other threads. At run
time, schedules are derived by negotiating contracts among
threads, so that a thread is scheduled only if its contract has
been successfully negotiated. Applications using Szumo
execute atop a middleware layer that implements the details
of negotiation and scheduling. The contracts themselves are

formed by conjoining module-level synchronization con-
straints, which a programmer declares in the module’s inter-
face. A novel characteristic of Szumo is that programmers
declare these constraints in lieu of writing explicit synchro-
nization code in the module’s implementation, i.e., defer-
ring the mechanics of synchronization to the middleware.

The middleware negotiates contracts in a manner that
guarantees freedom from a large class of data races [13]
and deadlocks. Consequently, these properties need not be
verified. However, a model of the application is required to
demonstrate freedom from all forms of deadlock and to ver-
ify more general safety properties. This paper describes an
approach that leverages the separation of concerns provided
by the Szumo framework to simplify extraction of models
from a design that will be implemented using Szumo. The
generated models are analyzed to detect deadlock.

The remainder of this paper describes our D4V ap-
proach. We build finite-state models from UML dia-
grams extended to represent synchronization constraints
(Section 2). A critical component is the verifier customized
to solve systems of synchronization constraints (Section 3).
We found it natural to specify the synchronization seman-
tics in the language of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR).
We conclude with a summary of our approach and its com-
parison with related work (Section 4).

2. Background

We designed Szumo to support development of multi-
threaded object-oriented (OO) systems, for which a key
problem is to synchronize threads that operate over shared
data. Thread synchronization logic is inherently complex,
as it involves reasoning over state spaces that grow non-
linearly with the size of the program. Without proper
synchronization, concurrent access to shared objects can
lead to race conditions, and incorrect synchronization
logic can lead to starvation or deadlock. Szumo is a
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language-independent model of synchronization contracts
and middleware-based contract negotiation [3].1 To date,
we have integrated it into an extension of the Eiffel lan-
guage and, more recently, as an object-oriented framework
in C++. Szumo is the basis for the D4V approach de-
scribed in the sequel, which implements the verification en-
gine using CHR. This section supplies background on rele-
vant D4V artifacts, Szumo and CHR.

2.1. D4V Artifacts

A fundamental D4V decision involves the granularity of
sharing among threads: To improve the efficiency of anal-
ysis, a designer may opt for coarse-grain sharing; however,
doing so limits concurrency. In Szumo, designers choose
the granularity of sharing by deploying program objects into
synchronization units, which are “object-like” containers of
one or more program objects. When a program object is cre-
ated, the middleware deploys it to exactly one synchroniza-
tion unit, where it remains throughout its lifetime. More-
over, a thread that holds exclusive access to a synchroniza-
tion unit holds exclusive access to all program objects con-
tained within that unit. A synchronization unit is object-like
in that it may encapsulate state, provide operations, and ref-
erence other synchronization units whose operations it uses
to implement its own, i.e., in a client–supplier fashion. Be-
cause sharing occurs only at the level of units, concurrency
analyses need not consider how units are composed of pro-
gram objects. Thus, in the sequel, the “objects” we refer to
will always be synchronization units and not program ob-
jects.

Synchronization units are identified with instances of
types, called unit classes. In addition to standard opera-
tions, a unit class may declare (zero or more) unit vari-
ables, condition variables, and synchronization constraints.
Unit variables are references in a client class C to units
that serve as suppliers to units of type C. Condition vari-
ables are boolean-valued variables in a unit class. The
synchronization-relevant state of a unit is represented by an
assignment of values to the unit’s condition variables and
unit variables. Finally, the synchronization constraints de-
clare the suppliers to which a client unit requires exclusive
access as functions of the client’s synchronization-relevant
state. A client unit c is said to entail a supplier unit s when
c requires exclusive access to s.

To illustrate these ideas and Szumo design artifacts,
we show a UML design for a solution to the classic din-
ing philosophers problem (Fig. 1). A unit-class diagram
(top left) documents unit classes and relationships be-
tween them. The stereotypes 〈〈synchronization〉〉
and 〈〈process root〉〉 designate unit classes whose in-
stances are, respectively, units that are sharable among mul-

1called the “universe model” in [3]

tiple threads, and units that serve as non-shared “roots” of
a given thread. We show condition variables as class at-
tributes, unit variables as directed associations, and syn-
chronization constraints as limited propositional formulae
over condition variables and unit variables, formed using
an entailment operator “==>”. The set of synchronization
constraints associated with a client class is shown adjacent
to that class. Thus, in this design, philosopher units ex-
ecute in different threads and may invoke operations on
shared fork units bound to their left and right unit vari-
ables. Associated with each philosopher, condition variable
eating signifies when the philosopher needs exclusive ac-
cess to its forks. The philosopher’s synchronization con-
straint asserts that, if eating is true, the philosopher en-
tails its left and right forks.

A sync-state diagram (Fig. 1, bottom left) shows how op-
erations affect the values of condition variables. The sync-
states are annotated with the condition variables they map
to true. The transitions carry annotations to designate when
they are taken. An arrow with no source sync-state marks
the initial sync-state. Thus, eating is false in s0, the ini-
tial sync-state of a philosopher unit, and true in s1. When
in s0, a philosopher transitions into s1 (immediately) be-
fore invoking its eat operation, and transitions back to s0
(immediately) upon returning. Together, the unit-class and
sync-state diagrams document that a philosopher entails its
forks while executing an eat operation.

Unit-class and sync-state diagrams are reusable over
many different programs. In contrast, a unit-instance dia-
gram (Fig. 1, right) captures a particular configuration of
synchronization units representing the initial state of a de-
sign to be checked for deadlock.

2.2. Overview of Negotiation

In a Szumo design, the set of units that a thread needs
to access can be inferred at run time. For instance, from
the design artifacts in Fig. 1, we infer that a thread needs
only its root unit, except when executing the root’s eat
operation, when it needs the Fork units referenced by the
root’s left and right unit variables. More generally, a
thread needs its root unit, as well as any unit entailed by
a unit that it needs. The conjunction of the synchroniza-
tion constraints associated with the units that a thread needs
defines the thread’s synchronization contract. The contract
changes dynamically as the units that the thread executes
modify condition variables and unit variables.

At run time, the Szumo middleware associates with each
thread a set of units, called the thread’s realm. When
a thread is executing, it is allowed to access all units in
its realm, and prevented from accessing any units not in
its realm. Szumo provides a strong guarantee of non-
interference by preventing realms from overlapping—i.e.,
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Figure 1. Unit-Class (top left), Sync-state (bottom left), and Unit-Instance (right) Diagrams

by preventing any unit from simultaneously being in the
realm of more than one thread. Changes in a unit’s
synchronization-relevant state may result in a thread’s realm
containing units that it no longer needs. To maximize con-
currency, such units should be released, or migrated out of
the thread’s realm. Changes in a unit’s synchronization-
relevant state may also result in a thread needing some units
that are not in its realm. Such units must be acquired and
migrated into the realm before the thread can be scheduled.
Because some needed units may be contained in the realms
of other threads, it may not be possible to immediately ac-
quire all needed units. When a thread’s realm contains ex-
actly the set of needed units, we say that the realm is com-
plete; otherwise we say it is damaged.

From a user’s perspective, a thread executes within a
complete realm until it performs an operation that changes
the synchronization-relevant state of a unit, thereby damag-
ing the realm. For instance, consider a thread whose initial
realm contains just a philosopher unit p in sync-state s0.
Then p’s entailment is the empty set and so, according to
the thread’s contract, this initial realm is complete. How-
ever, by invoking the eat operation, the thread changes
p’s sync-state to s1, thereby changing its entailment and
damaging the realm. The semantics of Szumo dictate that a
thread with a damaged realm must block until the realm can
be repaired. Repairing a damaged realm involves releasing
and/or acquiring units to make the realm complete. In our
example, the units referenced by p’s left and right unit
variables would need to be acquired and migrated into the
realm containing p. To safely migrate units, a thread must
negotiate with other threads.

In a Szumo program, the middleware enforces and nego-
tiates contracts on behalf of threads. It enforces a thread’s
contract by confining the thread to execute within its realm.2

The negotiation of a thread’s contract proceeds according to
a decentralized two-phase protocol. In the initial contrac-

2it traps accesses by a thread to a unit, raising a run-time exception if
the unit is not contained in the realm

tion phase, the middleware releases from the realm all units
that are no longer needed. Then, in the expansion phase,
the middleware attempts to incrementally acquire units not
in the realm but in the entailment of some unit in the realm
and migrate them into the realm. The expansion phase is
complicated by the need to prevent the introduction of con-
currency errors in incrementally acquiring units.

2.3. Szumo Negotiation Predicates

For concurrency analysis, we do not model the full me-
chanics of negotiation, but only the effects of negotiation
on the realms and execution status of threads. We define
such effects using four predicates. The first predicate rep-
resents the entailment information derived from a design:
entails(u, v) asserts that u entails v, for units u, v. This
predicate is used to define completeness: A set of units R is
complete for a thread t if it is the least set satisfying

• r ∈ R, where r denotes the root unit of t and

• u ∈ R and entails(u, v) implies v ∈ R, for units u, v

The remaining predicates involve a thread t and a unit u:

• holds(t, u) asserts that u is in the realm of t

• needs(t, u) asserts that, if a set R is complete for t,
then u ∈ R

• waits(t, u) asserts that t needs u but that some other
thread t′ holds u, where t 6= t′

When the realm of a thread t is first damaged, the
realm may contain units u such that holds(t, u), but not
needs(t, u). Operationally this means that the realm must
be contracted. During expansion, any units u satisfy-
ing needs(t, u), but not holds(t, u), must be migrated into
the realm. The realm is complete when holds(t, u) and
needs(t, u) are equivalent, for all u. A deadlocking state is
one in which there exists a cycle of dependencies between
the waits and holds relations of two or more threads.



2.4. Constraint Handling Rules

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR [8]) is a declarative
language extension designed to write application-tailored
constraint solvers. It specifies multi-headed guarded rules
that re-write constraints until they reach a solved form. The
rules define valid transformations of constraints collected
in a dynamically changing constraint store. When a con-
straint is posed, it is added to the constraint store, and then
the rules are applied exhaustively until either no more trans-
formations can be performed, in which case the evaluation
succeeds, or the constraint store becomes inconsistent, in
which case the evaluation fails.

A CHR rule has the form

Label @ Head T Guard | Body.

where Label names the rule; Head identifies stored con-
straints subject to transformation; T signifies the kind of
transformation to be performed, either simplification, writ-
ten “<=>”, or propagation, written “==>”; Guard is a condi-
tion that must hold for the rule to apply; and Body specifies
constraints to be posed.

A rule is applied if the posed constraint matches a con-
straint in the rule’s head, the store contains constraints that
match the other head constraints, and the rule’s guard is
satisfied. A simplification rule requires that all head con-
straints be removed from the constraint store and the con-
straints in the body of the rule be posed. A propagation rule
requires that the body constraints be posed but the head con-
straints remain in the store. Thus, simplification replaces
some stored constraints with others, while propagation adds
to the store new constraints which may cause further sim-
plifications.

Table 1 shows some of the rules that we use in defin-
ing the Szumo negotiation protocol (Section 3). Lift

states that for every pair of stored constraints of the
form entails(U,U1) and holds(T,U), a constraint
needs(T,U1) should be posed. NonInt applies whenever
the store contains holds(T1,U) and holds(T2,U) such
that T1 6= T2, in which case the evaluation fails. Acquire
and Block replace stored constraints matching the left-hand
side with the constraints indicated by the corresponding
right-hand side.

3. Deriving models from designs

We model the behavior of a Szumo system as an ex-
tended finite automaton (EFA) whose states represent con-
figurations of threads, each executing within a unit in its
realm. Transitions of this EFA reflect synchronization-
relevant changes in the state of one or more threads and thus
must respect the negotiation semantics of unit migration as
dictated by synchronization constraints. This semantics is

Lift @ entails(U,U1),holds(T,U)
==> needs(T,U1).

Acquire @ needs(T,U) <=> holds(T,U).
NonInt @ holds(T1,U),holds(T2,U)

<=> T1 6=T2|fail.
Block @ needs(T,U) <=> waits(T,U).

Table 1. CHR for thread negotiation
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Figure 2. Tools and artifacts in our process

obtained by extending the EFA-based verification frame-
work of [14] to support inter-thread negotiation.

Fig. 2 outlines the high-level architecture of our D4V
framework. Szumo design artifacts (far left) are translated
into Prolog modules, which instantiate a generic deadlock-
detection framework with the details of the system to be
analyzed. Below we describe each of the generated Prolog
modules. As of the time of writing, the translation (unla-
belled ovals) from Szumo design artifacts to Prolog mod-
ules is performed by hand.

3.1. Problem-specific framework modules

For each unit class, a Unit-Class EFA module defines two
relations to use in modeling the units’ behaviors: trans and
inv. The trans relation represents the transition relation
defined in the unit class’ sync-state diagram. For example,
the following rules are generated from the sync-state dia-
gram for a philosopher (Fig. 1)

trans(philosopher, P, s0, before eat, s1).
trans(philosopher, P, s1, after eat, s0).

where philosopher names the associated unit class, P

identifies a specific unit-class instance, and s0, s1 and
before eat, after eat correspond to sync-state labels
and transition labels, respectively.

The inv relation associates each sync-state with an in-
variant specifying the values of the unit’s condition vari-
ables in the sync-state. For example,

inv(philosopher, s0, [], [eating]).
inv(philosopher, s1, [eating], []).



signifies that, when a philosopher unit is in s0, eating is
false, and when the unit is in s1, eating is true.

Each synchronization constraint is translated into a
Sync(hronization) Clause which is used in computing a
unit’s entailments. For example, “eating ==> left ∧

right” yields

synch(P,eating,[L,R]) :-
left(P,L), right(P,R).

where P identifies a philosopher unit, L and R reference the
unit’s left and right fork, and left and right are CHR
constraints, posed here to retrieve the units bound to the
corresponding unit variables.

The unit-instance diagram manifests as a Config(uration)
Clause which records the inter-unit associations through
unit variables. For example, the unit-instance diagram in
Fig. 1 translates into

left(P0,F1). left(P1,F2). left(P2,F0).
right(P0,F0). right(P1,F1). right(P2,F2).

3.2. Generic framework modules

Unit-level EFAs are aggregated into thread-level EFAs,
which are then composed to form a global EFA. The com-
position is performed by the Composite EFA module, which
computes successor states in the global EFA based on the
successor states in the thread EFAs and the protocol of inter-
thread negotiation defined by the Negotiation Constraint
Solver (Section 3.3).

A transition in the global EFA is constructed from a sin-
gle execution step in the unit-class EFA of a distinguished
active unit. An execution step is a unit-level transition into
a new sync-state followed by an update of the active unit’s
condition variables in accordance with the unit’s trans and
inv relations. These updates trigger the addition and/or
removal of entails constraints to reflect changes in the
unit’s entailment.

The Property module checks each newly computed sys-
tem state for deadlock. It searches the constraint store for a
set of constraints defining a cycle of holds and waits depen-
dencies.

3.3. Negotiation Constraint Solver

A change to the entailment of a unit may damage the
realm of the thread that owns it. Repairing a damaged
realm requires inter-thread negotiation. The Negotiation
Constraint Solver is a Prolog module reflecting the seman-
tics of negotiation. It is used at each step of system exe-
cution to update constraints representing the predicates in
Section 2.3.

We generate the negotiation constraint solver from a
CHR program. Table 1 shows some of the rules in this
program. Intuitively, the Lift rule poses needs(T,Ui)

for each stored entails(U,Ui). In posing needs(T,U),
the Acquire rule attempts to replace needs(T,U) with
holds(T,U) signifying that U is in T’s realm. How-
ever, if the constraint store already contains a constraint
holds(T′,U) for some thread T′ 6= T, the NonInt rule
causes this attempt to fail. In this case, the Block rule re-
places needs(T,U) with waits(T,U), signifying that T
blocks waiting for U.

4. Discussion and Related Work

This paper builds upon the separation of concerns and
run-time guarantees provided by Szumo and the declarative
nature of CHR to enable an approach for detecting dead-
lock in designs of multi-threaded systems. Our D4V ap-
proach extends the EFA-based verification system of [14]
to simplify extraction of finite state models from Szumo
designs. In Szumo designs, synchronization concerns are
separated from the “core-functional logic” of programs and
expressed as synchronization contracts, which are to be au-
tomatically negotiated at run time by middleware. The ver-
ification system is extended with a constraint solver that is
generated from a CHR program encoding the semantics of
synchronization contracts. The simplicity of this encoding
contributes to the transparency of our approach and facili-
tates traceability between designs and their models. Addi-
tionally, the verification system constructs models on-the-
fly [10], elaborating execution paths incrementally and only
to the point where either a deadlock is detected or extending
a path would violate a synchronization contract. Although
not discussed in this paper, our D4V approach also supports
checking of more general properties than just deadlock by
substituting appropriate property modules in Fig. 2.

Concurrency analysis tools such as Bandera [6] and Java
PathFinder (JPF) [9] extract finite state models directly from
code, instead of designs, to ensure fidelity between the
code and the model. JPF translates programs written in a
Java subset to PROMELA in order that the SPIN model
checker [10] can detect deadlocks and violations of boolean
assertions. Bandera incorporates a variety of program anal-
ysis, abstraction, and transformation techniques for extract-
ing conservative finite-state models from Java source code,
and a variety of backends targeting input languages of dif-
ferent model checkers. The translations implemented by
JPF and Bandera are complex, obstructing transparency and
complicating traceability. The models automatically gen-
erated by these tools also tend to be fairly low-level. To
counter this latter problem, Bandera relies on a software an-
alyst to indicate additional abstractions it should perform.
In contrast, our D4V approach generates models from de-



sign artifacts that express synchronization concerns declar-
atively and at a higher level than code. Such artifacts should
be more amenable to transparent generation of models at a
level of abstraction suitable for concurrency analysis.

Several other approaches separate synchronization con-
cerns for purposes of verification. One notable approach,
SyncGen, generates synchronization code that is woven
into a subject program from declarative specifications of
region invariants [7]. A second, synthesizes concurrency
controllers to coordinate threads in accessing protected re-
sources from global policy specifications, expressed using
high-level guarded commands based on a set of pre-defined
patterns, and controller interface specifications, expressed
as finite state machines [4]. In both approaches, the separa-
tion of concurrency concerns affords more modular reason-
ing. However, the specifications of concurrency concerns
in these approaches are global in that they describe possible
accesses made by all threads to supplier objects. As such,
they are more expressive than, but they lack the composi-
tionality of synchronization contracts. Furthermore, neither
of the approaches provides protection from data races if an
error is made in specifying concurrency concerns and nei-
ther directly supports analysis for deadlocks.

Magee and Kramer propose a model-based approach
to D4V that separates synchronization and functional con-
cerns [11]. The designer first models a system as the parallel
composition of finite state processes (FSP) and analyzes the
model for safety and progress properties using their LTSA
tool. Once verified, the processes are implemented as mon-
itors in Java. The translation from an FSP model to Java
is idiomatic, not automatic. Additionally, the FSP model is
intentionally operational.

An approach that supports D4V extends Java extends
Java with annotations to associate locks with program fields
and methods in order to support the detection of race con-
ditions [1]. The approach uses static analysis to track the
set of locks held at each program point and supports both
client- and supplier-side synchronization. Annotations are
supplied by a designer or inferred automatically, which, for
the price of false positives, makes the technique applicable
even for very large programs. Our approach, by contrast,
uses analysis to detect deadlock leaving protection against
data races to the middleware.

Finally, we note that others have used CHR to reason
about concurrent interactions. Alberti and colleagues ver-
ify that multi-agent configurations behave according to pre-
scribed protocols [2]. However, they do not use constraint
programming to directly model the semantics of agent in-
teraction, as we use it to model the semantics of thread ne-
gotiation.
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